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send e-mail directly from vegas pro to the e-mail address of your
choice. keep more e-mails in your inbox. send e-mails as text
attachments, with large files, or as rich-text documents. add
comments to your e-mails in the body of the text, or keep them in
the body of the attachment. with a growing number of hd video
devices on the market, this release of vegas pro 12 is designed to
work with your video source in the most efficient way possible,
keeping you more productive. delivering the same high-quality
sound and picture in a smaller file size, you can now send 8-bit files
directly to your dvd burner. you can also create and burn.avchd
video files directly from the vegas pro timeline, and instantly
preview and test the results in real time. intuitively and seamlessly,
you can now share both your movies and photos with facebook,
youtube, and flickr in a single upload. the latest version of vegas pro
12 offers faster performance, along with better organizational tools,
including the ability to create custom media folders and a new
media browser, which lets you navigate through and view all your
media and folders from one single interface. in addition to the
myriad of hdr technologies, ultra hd premium certification allows the
hdr-ready tvs to access an hdr10 signal with a special treatment
that can color depth of 10 bits. hdr10 also fully supports dolby
vision, a proprietary technology developed by dolby laboratories and
the company that created the hdr format. the hdr10 signal must be
delivered to an hdr-ready tv via a coaxial cable, optical cable or
hybrid fiber coaxial (hfc) system. hdr10 can be delivered over either
the network or hardwired connection, or over-the-air via an antenna.
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